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Innovator. Tyrant. Consummate showman. Passionate lover of women.After the death of King
Louis XIII in 1643, the French crown went to his first-born son and heir, four-year old Louis XIV. In
the extraordinary seventy-two years that followed, Louis le Grand - Frances self-styled Sun King
- ruled France and its people, leaving his unique and permanent mark on history and shaping
fashion, art, culture and architecture like none other before. This frank and concise book gives
the reader a personal glimpse into the Sun Kings life and times as we follow his rise in power
and influence: from a miraculous royal birth no one ever expected to the rise of king as absolute
monarch, through the evolution of the glittering Chteau de Versailles, scandals and poison, four
wars and many more mistresses right up to his final days.Absolute monarch. Appointed by
God.This is Louis XIV, the man. We will uncover his glorious and not-so-glorious obsessions. His
debilitating health issues. His drive and passions. And we will dispel some myths, plus reveal the
people in his intimate circle working behind the scenes on the Louis propaganda machine to
ensure his legacy stayed in the history books forever.This easy-to-read narrative is accompanied
by a plethora of little-known artworks, so if youre a Louis XIV fan or student, or just eager to
know more about France's most famous king, we invite you to delve into court life of 17th century
French aristocracy, the period known as Le Grand Sicle The Grand Century.
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S. Gurr, “Witty woman. She was wonderful with a discerning eye for the absurd. Ordered more
books about her.  This was great.  Would have liked to meet the author.”

Alan T Schramm, “Simply a wondeful read. I have sent several to .... Simply a wondeful read. I
have sent several to friends and recomended book to countless others. This is a biography of a
really remarkable woman who lived a once in a millenium life interacting with more "happening"
people than imaginable. Caused me to order many other books that were linked her story. The
next "Lady Diana" would never have been in the same world as this Grande Dame.”

Elizabeth Wendler, “Great read. The letters give you a true meaning .... Great read. The letters
give you a true meaning of what it was like to live in England WW2. We could all take a lesson.
Great to see how she had such a sense of humor through it all.”

Michael M. Cooper, “Five Stars. Wickedly funny and evocative of the private life of a woman who
orbited within a fascinating circle of friends.”

Mr. J. R. STEPHENS, “still reading. I am still reading this wonderful & intereting tome . just of
times of past years and people and places it is so reminiscent of glorious of days that always
seem better .”

Teresa Maddux, “Love this book!. Fascinating!”

ChefEmily, “This is actually a very solid read. The rhythm .... This is actually a very solid read.
The rhythm of Lady Diana Cooper's simple letters to her son is entrancing. Her casual accounts
of life in a different time are mesmerizing. Why so interesting? At the outbreak of war between
Britain and Nazi Germany, she sends her son (the author/editor) away to live in Canada, fearing
an invasion. Her son, John Julius (a.k.a. "Darling Monster") is the reason for the almost two
decades of an inside view of History. The people, places, and events all recounted in her chatty,
familiar prose. True historians may not appreciate this collection of letters, as it offers no real
morsel of previously unknown facts, but it is an account of the life and times in the not so distant
past.Lady Diana Cooper was an aristocrat, society darling, an actress of stage and early screen.
When she married rising political star Duff Cooper, they became the golden couple who knew
everyone who was anyone; they sat at the very heart of British public life.”

robert francis, “For lovers of the politically incorrect!. I expected this to be a fascinating insight
into the mindset of not-at-all-shallow socialite in the first half of the 20th century. My expectations
were well rewarded, and I loved Diana's politically incorrect observations, e.g. "The Germans
don't look too healthy, and we don't worry about the Wops, but these slit-eyed dwarfs from Japan



are a pest". I very much doubt whether you could get published these days without drastic
editing ... and our language has has become so much drearier as a result! My awarding four
stars instead of five is entirely due to my Vintage edition: the print is so tiny that I can only
manage about five pages at a time.”

Andrew L-S, “Dazzling, funny, touching and an untapped source. Forgive me if I start to sound
like a character from a novel by Nancy Mitford, but after reading this magical tome one has no
choice. Pure heaven from start to finish.What an amazing person.Too, too wonderful (Sorry,
there's the Mitford moment!)Rich(ish), spoilt and beautiful, unquestionably, but so much
more.Hard working, loving, brave and a delight to all who encountered her - though maybe her
successor at The Embassy in Paris might choose to disagree.Every writer on this period MUST
read these letters. So much insider information from someone who was really there on the
inside.Read, enjoy and learn.Dear JJN, THANK YOU.P.S. Ditto for your Twelve Days of
Christmas.”

Craig Thomson, “World War 2 behind the scenes.. A wonderful description of London during the
war, you really get to understand the hardships etc of what the locals had to endure and how
stoic they were in spite of it all. A marvellous read and I am so pleased John Julius is sharing it
with us. It would have been a tragedy to not have these letters published for the wider audience
to really get behind the scenes as it were during day to day wartime life.”

robert mcdonald, “Five Stars. Really interesting.”

R. Begley, “Difficult woman. What a woman - a bit difficult, but interesting.”

The book by Diana Cooper has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 82 people have provided feedback.
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